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The problem of determining the state of stress in a homogeneous ellipsoidal body 
(as can be produced by filament winding on a mandrel of elliptical cross-section) is 
formulated. The material is assumed to possess curvilinear anisotropy, referred to 
the coordinate system that is inherent to the geometry of the filament wound body. 
The differential equations that govern the stress functions are derived for the general 
anisotropy and loading cases. Then the results for the special case of torsion of an 
orthotropic body are derived. 

Introduction 

The theory of elasticity of an anisotropic body has been 
developed up to now for the cases of rectilinear (referred to a 
cartesian coordinate system) or cylindrical (referred to a polar 
coordinate system) anisotropy (Lekhnitskii, 1963). The latter 
one is the underlying theory for studying the mechanics of fila
ment wound circular cylinders (see e.g., Sherrer, 1967; Pagano 
and Halpin, 1968). 

In fact, filament winding has been employed up to now in 
constructing mostly fiber reinforced composite circular 
cylinders. This manufacturing process certainly can be applied 
to parts of other cross-sectional shapes. Such a case is an ellip
tical cross-section with potential applications in components 
of automotive suspension systems. Therefore, there is a need 
for predicting the distribution of stress that these parts ex
perience in service. Obviously, interlaminar shear constitutes'a 
major limitation since the shear strength is limited by the 
bonding between the layers. By proper design, the values of in
terlaminar shear can be minimized. A formulation of the 
mechanics of those parts can also be useful in modelling the 
complex filament winding process. 

Consider the ellipsoid of Fig. I, produced by filament 
winding on an elliptical mandrel. It is obvious that one cannot 
neglect the inherent geometry of the curved layers in consider
ing the elasticity. We should choose a system of curvilinear 
coordinates so that the coordinate directions at each point 
coincide with the directions which are equivalent in the sense 
of the elastic properties. Such a system in this case is the (€, ~, 
i), where € is the direction normal to the layers (thicknesswise 
direction), ~ is the tangent to the periphery and i is along the 
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ellipsoid axis. In this homogeneous anisotropic body all the 
directions ~, ~, i which are drawn through different points are 
equivalent with respect to the elastic properties. We shall refer 
to this type of curvilinear anisotropy as "elliptical 
anisotropy." It should be noted that since the body that is pro
duced by filament winding on the elliptical mandrel has con
stant thickness, the outer bounding surface is not a true 
ellipse, as opposed to the internal one; in the limit of infinite 
thickness the outer contour is a circle. This is also a unique 
feature of the present problem shared in general by filament 
wound bodies. 

In this work the mechanics of an elliptically anisotropic 
body will be developed. First, let us assume that: (I) the body 
possesses elliptical anisotropy of the most general kind; (2) the 
stresses act on the planes normal to the ellipsoid axis and do 
not vary along the generator; and (3) there are no body forces. 
After deriving the governing equations, the solution is pro
duced for the special case of torsion of an orthotropic ellip
soid. In developing the theory, formulas from the differential 
geometry are used (see, for example do Carmo, 1976) to ex
press the unit vectors, element of area, etc., in terms of the 
curvilinear coordinates. 

Formulation 

Consider an ellipse with semiaxes c cosh a and c sinh a (foci 
at x = ± c). This is the cross-section of the mandrel. On a 
cartesian coordinate system, the filament wound body is 
defined in terms of the curvilinear coordinates ~ and 11 (Fig. I), 

c 
x=c cosh a cos 11+~ - sinh a cos 11 (I a)

h 

c 
x=c sinh a sin 11+~ h cosh a sin 11 (I b) 

where 
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e, =c cosha 

Fig. 1 Cross-section of the filament wound ellipsoid 

h =h(1) =C'isinh 20 + sin 2
1) (2) 

Different values of ~ correspond to different layers on the 
elliptical mandrel. So ~ varies from 0 to T. where Tis the total 
thickness of the body. On any of these layers ~ is constant and 
1) varies through a range of 2". The above equations describe 
the geometry in accordance with the features of the filament 
wound body (notice again that because of the constant 
thickness the outer bounding surface is not a true ellipse, as 
opposed to the internal one). 

The components of stresses are assumed to be functions on
ly of ~ and 1). We shall deduce equations which enable us to 
determine the stresses and displacements in the general case 
under consideration. 

Denote
 

cC sinh 20
 
(3)

2h 2 

The equations of equilibrium of a body in which the stresses 
do not depend on z will have the form: 

aq 
qaH .( + 7(M +~ (ai( -a",,) =0 (40) 

(4b) 

(q7(Z)'~ + 7.". = 0 (4c) 

The stresses and strains will be referred to the curvilinear coor
dinate system (€. iJ, Z}. In this way. the infinitesimally small 
elements of the body bounded by three pairs of corresponding 
coordinate surfaces will be identical. The stress-strain equa
tions are given by 

t(( =ollaH +ol2 a•• +ol3 au +°14 7., +°157(, +°16 7(. (50) 

'Y(. =016 aH + 026 a•• +... +°667(. (5f) 

The right sides of the last six equations (5) are functions only 
of ~ and 1). Here oij are the elastic constants of a body with 
elliptical anisotropy and the strains tH' t."" ... , 'Y(. are con
nected with the components of displacement by the following 
formulas: 

tH = u(,( (60) 

I I aq 
t =-u +---U•• q •.• q a~ ( (6b) 

(6c) 

I 
'Yn- =Unz +-uz n (6dl-,- -,. q ,-, 

'Y(z = u(" + u z,( (6e) 

I I aq
'Y' =-u, +U ,--- --u (6f) 

,. q ,'. ." q a~ • 

Let us introduce the notation 

D = allaH + 02la"" + 033au + 034 7.z + 03l 7(, +°36 7(. (7) 

Integrating the third, fourth, and fifth equations of the strain
displacement equations (6), we obtain the following: 

(80) 

awo )
-~ + Vo (~,1). 

where Vo, Vo, Wo are arbitrary functions of ~ 

(8b) 

(8c) 

and 1) which ap
pear as a result of integration with respect to z. It is further re
quired that the functions (8) satisfy the remaining three equa
tions of the strain-displacement equations (6). By substituting 
the expressions (8) for u(' u•• U z and (5) for the strains into the 
remaining strain-displacement equations and equating equal 
powers of z yields the following equations for D: 

aZD 
--=0 (90)ae . 

a2D aq aD I aq aD 
--+q-------=O. (9b)

a1)2 a~ a~ q a1) a1) 
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a2D I aq aD 
------=0. (9c)
a~a71 q a~ a71 

and for Uo, Vo: 

auo 
~=OlloH +0 12 °" +... +016 T,. (100) 

avo aq 
~~ +-- Uo= q (012 oH +On(]"" +... +026T,.) (lOb)

a71 a~ 

auo avo aq
~+q~-~Vo ==q (016 oH+Ou;(]•• +... +066T,.) 

(lOe) 

(110) 

(lIb) 

aq ( I awo )
-~ 0140H+0240•• +... +046T,.-q~ =0 

(II c) 

The solution to (9) is found to be: 

D=oJJ [A (COSh 0++ sinh 0) cos 71+8 

x (sinh 0++ cosh 0) sin 71+C] (12) 

and consequently, from (80), (6c), (Se), 

0u=A (COSh 0++ sinh 0) cos 71+8 

I 
x (sinh O+-~- cosh 0) sin 71+C--- (OlloH +023 °" 

h ~J 

+OJ4T., +OJST"+OJ6T,.) (13) 

where A, 8, C, are arbitrary constants. Let us introduce the 
new functions U, V, W which represent the displacements ac
companied by deformation. We shall also introduce the con
stants VOx, vOy , Vik. W ' w-" w, which characterize the rigid X 

body translation and rotation about the cartesian coordinate 
system: 

Uo = U + -.!..... (vox sinh 0 cos 71 + VOy cosh 0 sin 71)
h 

c2 sin 271 
(l4a)

2h 
e 

Vo = V + h (- VOx cosh 0 sin 71 + vO)' sinh 0 cos 71) 

c2 sinh 20) 
(l4b)+w, ( ~ + 2h 

Wo= W+ewx sin 71 (sinh 0++ cosh 0) 
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- cWycos 71 (COSh 0 ++sinh 0) + VOl ( 14c) 

Th~n, from (10), (13), and (14) we obtain the equations which 
connect the functions U, V with the components of stresses. In 
terms of the reduced elastic constants {3jj' defined by: 

(IS) 

these equations are: 

au
 
~={3l1oH +{312 0•• +{314 T., +{3IS T" +(316 T,. +
 

+Oll [A(COSho++sinhO) cos 71+8 

x (sinh 0++ cosh 0) sin 71+C] (160) 

xcos 71+8 (sinh 0++ cosh 0) sin 71+C] (l6b) 

xcos 71+8 (sinh 0++ cosh 0) sin 71+C] (l6e) 

Equations (lJ) hold if we formally substitute W for Wo and 
the solution to the resulting equations is found to be: 

aw _ ah 
0ISoH +O'So" + ... +OS6T, -~-=()-- (170) 

. • a~ a71 

I aw 
014 0H + 024°•• +... + °46 T,. --~-

q a71 

_( aq )
=8 ~+h ~ ( 17b) 

where () is a constant associated with the amount of twisting. 
Taking into account (13) and (15), the above equations (17) 
yield the expressions between Wand the components of 
stresses: 

+03S [A (COSh 0++ sinh 0) cos 71 +8 

~ ) ] _ ah x (sinh 0 +h cosh 0 sin 71 + C - () ----a;; (180) 

X (sinh O++COSh 0) sin 71+C]-=() (~+h ~~) (l8b) 
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By using (8), (14), (12), and (18) we obtain the general expres
sions for the displacements which correspond to stresses de
pending only on the two coordinates ~ and 1/ 

Z2 1 
u l = U(~,1/) -"2 haJJ (A sinh a cos 1/ + B cosh a sin 1/) + 

oh c , . 
+z() ---z - (wx cosh a SIn 1/-Wy SInh a cos 1/)+ 

01/ h 

c ~ 
+ - (vax sinh a cos1/ + VOy cosh a sin 1/) + --W l (19a)

h ~ 

Z2 1 
u.= V(~,1/)+"2 h aJ) (A cosh a sin 1/-B sinh a cos 1/)+ 

-z _c_ (w sinh a cos 1/+wy cosh a sin 1/)xh 

+ ~ (- Vax cosh a sin1/ + vOy sinh a cos 1/)
h 

(l9b) 

u, = W(~,1/)+zaJJ [A (cosh a+ +sinh a ) cos 1/+B 

x (Sinh a++ cosh a) sin 1/+C] + 

c 
~ - (wx cosh a sin 1/ - w, sinh a cos 1/)h ' 

(J9c) 

We can satisfy the equations of equilibrium (4) by introduc
ing the two stress functions F(~, 1/) and 'It (~, 1/): 

1 1 oq 1 oq 
o =--F +---F ---- F (20a)

H q2 .., q o~ .1 qJ 01/ .• 

0 •• =F.H (20b) 

I I oq 
T = - - F +-- -- F (20c)
I. q .1. q2 o~ .• 

1 
TIl =q 'It." TO' = -'It.1 (20d) 

Eliminating U, V from (16) and W from (18), gives the follow
ing system of differential equations which the stress functions 
Fand 'It must satisfy: 

I I I ( 3~ oq oh oq )
L 4F+L J'It=- -----+-- [(a IJ B-aJ6 A)

h h o~ 01/ 01/ 

x sinh a cos 1/ - (aIJA + aJ6B) cosh a sin 1/1

3 oq oh [( ~ )------ 0)6 A cosh a+- sinh a cos 1/+B 
q o~ 01/ h 

x (sinh a++ cosh a) sin 1/+C] 
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+~ [(aIJB-aJ6A) sinh a sin 1/+ (aIJA +aJ6B)cosh a cos 1/1
h 

(2Ia) 

LIIF+LII'It=~J 2 o~ a J4 [A (COSh a+-h~ sinh a) cos .,+B'/ 

x (Sinh a++ cosh a) sin 1/+C] 

+ ~ [(aJ5 A + a}4B) cosh a sin 1/
h 

-(aJ5 B-aJ4 A) sinh a cos 1/]-02q (2Ib) 

Lf, L~, L~/, L~ are the differential operators of the second, 
third, and fourth orders which have the form: 

04 I 04 oq oJ 
L~=q2{322 oe +---;;1311 01/4 +q--ar- 21322 oe 

I ( oq Oq) oJ+qr q--ar- 2{316 - --a;;- 6{311 01/J + 

2
1 oq [Oh oq ] 0


+q--ar- --a;;-3({316+{326)-q--ar-{311 oe
 

oq ) 2 (Oq oh )] ] 0+q (-- 2-- +3-- 13 11 -
o~ 01/ 01/ 01/ 

+_1 [[~__3 (~) 2 _q (~) 2] 2{316 + 
q2 01/2 q 01/ o~ 
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(220) 

al 1 al aq a2 
L~= _q2{324 ae +q {315 V+q~ ({314 -2(324) ae 

2I aq a I aq ah a
-7 a;;- 3 {315 aT/2 -q ~ a;;-3{3~ aT

__1_ I~ (~ +3~) ({314+{3S6)
ql ( a~ aT/ aT/ 

aq ) 2 [ a~q 3 (aq ) 2 ] ] a-q (-- {3~+ --,--- -- {3IS-+ 
a~ arr q aT/ aT/ 

al I al 

+(1325 +(3~) aeaT/ -q ({314 +(3;6) a~aT/2 + 

Iraq aq ] a2 
(22c)+ q2 la;;-({314+{356)+q~({31l-13~) a~aT/ 

2 2a a aq a 
LI/ =q{3 --+- {3< --+-- {344 

2 44 ae q .' aT/2 a~ a~ 

2I aq a a
(22d)-----;; a;;- {3jS a;;-- 2{345 a~aT/ 

The components of stresses and displacements inside the 
body must be continuous and single-valued functions of the 
coordinates. For their determination, we must find the stress 
functions which satisfy equations (21) and the boundary con
ditions, which will next be considered. 

We assume that the external tractions have components on 
the t, ~ directions, denoted by En' H n, respectively. Then the 
conditions on the contour bounding the cross section (outmost 
and innermost layers) can be wrillen in the following form: 

0(( cos UiJ)+T~. cos(n,~)=En (230) 

T~. cos uiJ)+o.", cos (n,~)=Hn (23b) 

T~,COS (n,t) + T., cos (n,~) = 0 (23c) 

where nis in the direction of the exterior nonnal (being along 
the direction of t). By integrating (23c) with respect to the arc 
length, ds =qdT/, from a certain initial point (s =0) to the 
variable point s, and taking into account (20ci), we find that 
the stress function i' is constant on the boundary; 

i'=cj (24) 

where c j are constants corresponding to each of the boundary 

contours (for a simply connected region we could just set this 
constant equal to zero). 

Now, let us consider the conditions at the ends of an ellip
soid of finite length. The conditions at the ends have the form: 

II (:; T~,++ :: T.,) dS=O, IIo,YdS=M, (250) 

II (:; T~, ++ :~ T,,) dS=O, IIo,XdS=M2 (25b) 

11 (o,dS=P" 

ah ]II[(~+h :;) T., +-- T~, dS=M, (25c)
aT/ 

where the integrals are taken over the entire area of the cross
section (notice that dS =qd~dT/)' Since the stresses do not de
pend on z, these conditions exist not only at the ends, but also 
in any cross-section. In the above expressions for the end 
loading, P is the resultant axial force, M 1 , M 2 are the bending t 
moments about the x, Y axes, respectively, and M, is the 
twisting moment. 

The first equations of (250) and (25b), which express the 
condition of zero resultant forces along the x and Y axes, are 
satisfied identically. Indeed, using the equilibrium condition 
(4c), 

= rr IT ,_ ~+T._ _ 1_ ~+~ [(qT"U+T._ .1] dSJJ (,- a~'- q aT/ q , ....., 

= 11 [(XqT~J,~ + (xT,,),.1 +dS 

By transforming the double integral into a contour integral 
using the divergence theorem in curvilinear coordinates (con
tour -y), and apply (23c), we obtain: 

ax 1 ax)
T~,--+T,,--- dS11 ( a~ q aT/ 

= t x!Tt, cos (n,€)+T" cos(n,~)1 ds=O 

It can be proved in the same way that the first integral in (25b) 
is also equal to zero. Therefore, by substituting () and () 3) in 
(25), we find that for a body with a bounded cross-section on 
the ends (and in any cross section) the following conditions 
must be satisfied: 

+036T~.) qd~dT/=P, (260) 

All  _1- r1(0130« + 02]0.. + ... + 036 T~.)C 
0ll J 

x (sinh 0 sin '1++ cosh 0 sin '1) qd~dT/=M, (26b) 
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where S is the cross-sectional area and II' 12 are the principal 
moments of interia with respect to the x and y axes which are 
assumed to pass through the centroid of the section (Fig. \). 

The stress functions F and + which satisfy the equations 
(2\) and the boundary conditions on the cross-section (23) will 
contain the four arbitrary constants 0, A, B, C. These are in 
turn found from the equations (26) for the end loading. 

Torsion of an Ortbotropic Body 

If a plane of elastic symmetry nonnal to the z-axis exists at 
each point, then the coefficients a l4 , a24' a)4' a%, all' a2l' all' 
OS{, in the stress-strain equations (5) are equal to zero. If there 
are two planes of elastic symmetry (along the normal and the 
tangent to the periphery of each layer), then in addition to the 
above, the coefficients a 16 , a26 , 0)6' 04l' are also equal to zero. 
The latter is the case of an orthotropic body with elliptical 
anisotropy. As a consequence, in this case: 

(314 ==(324 ==(34l ==(3% =={3ll =={32l =={3l6 ==0 (27) 

The system (21) reduces to two equations: One equation in
volves only the function F; the other equation involves only 
the function +. 

In this case of an orthotropic body it may be more con
venient to use the engineering elastic characteristics, which are 
denoted for the Young's moduli as E(, E" E" for the 
Poisson's ratios as ~(,' ~(z' v,(, vzn ' v". and for the shear 
moduli as C(" C", C(,. The reduced elastic constants are ex
pressed as: 

1- v(,v z( 
{311 == E ' {312 ==  (28a) 

( 

I I I 
{366 ==C' (3... ==C' (3ll ==C· (28b)

" " (, 

The other {3jj are either zero or do not enter into the above 
formulas. 

Let us consider the particular problem of torsion of a fila
ment wound orthotropic ellipsoidal bar. 

The equation for the stress function 'It becomes: 

\ oq
qf3... 'It.H +q (3ll 'It'''+T{3... '1'.( 

(29) 

The constant 0 is the scaling factor that represents the 
magnitude of the twisting moment M" and thus can be found 
from the end condition (26d). To eliminate this constant from 
(30), set 

+(~,TJ)==01/t(LTJ) (30) 

Equation (29) then becomes 

I oq 
q(3... 1/t.H +q (3l51/t .•• +~ (3... 1/t., 

I oq 
-- - (3551/t = -2q (31) 

I Q2.. d' 071. '.' .ThIS
' equation IS so ve In conjunctIOn with the boundary con

ditions (23c) which are equivalent to enforcing a constant 
value of 1/t on the boundary. Notice, however, that the domain 
is multiply connected. So the boundary condition (24) is ex
pressed in detail: 
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1/t=C I at ~=O, 1/t=c2 at ~=T. (32) 

The value of 1/t on the outer boundary can be chosen arbitrarily 
to be zero, C2 == O. The other constant, C 1' is yet unspecified. 
For its determination we use the requirement that the displace
ment u, be single valued. Thus, if we make a circuit around 
the contour of the inner boundary, the following condition 
should be satisfied: 

2 r ' (5) dTJ==O (33)Jo 071 (=0 

By (19c) the above equation is reduced to 

r2. ( OW) dTJ == 0 (34)J0 071 (=0 

Substituting (lSb) for oWloTJ, we obtain 

(35) 

By using (20) and (30) the following condition is obtained for 
the function 1/t, that allows determining the constant 
1/t1,=o==c j : 

(36) 

The above equation serves as another condition on 1/t which 
must be satisfied to ensure that the displacements are single 
valued. Notice also that (33) and (34) hold for general 
anisotropy. 

Having obtained 1/t(~, 71), the constant (j is found from the 
end condition (26d). In terms of the rigidity CR defined by 

we obtain by using (20d) and (30), 

O=M,ICR (38) 

Now, let us look into the physical meaning of the constant 0. 
If we assume pure torsion, i.e., F==O, then from (26b, c) we 
get A == B == O. Then from (19a, b), it is seen that ijz is the 
angle of twisting. Therefore, ij measures the twist angle per 
unit length. 

Finally. modelling the geometry as indicated previously, 
allows a direct usage of the engineering properties of the 
material, as these can be determined by independent tests. For 
example, for a unidirectional composite that is laid up at 0 
deg, the 71 direction is the direction of the fibers, the z direction 
is the one at 90 deg to the fibers on the plane of the composite 
sheet and the ~ direction is the out-of-plane normal direction. 
In this manner, the elastic characteristics of the composite 
layers can be used directly in tile above formulation. 

Results and Discussion 

The finite difference method was used to solve (31) and (36), 
together with the condition 1/t I,=T==O (e.g., Ketter and 
Prawel, 1969). Two important points should be noted. First, 
the structure of equation (31) shows that the domain can be 
reduced by symmetry conditions to one quarter of the ellip
tical cross-section, i.e., for 0 :s 71 :s .12. Then, the values of 
the function 1/t at all other points are given for .12 :s 71 :s • by 
1/t(CTJ)==1/t(C.-TJ); for. :s 71 :s 3'l1'/2 by 
1/t(~, TJ)=1/t(~, TJ-.);andfor3'll'/2:s TJ:S hby1/t(~,TJ) = 1/t(C 
2.-71). However, this symmetry will not exist if {34l is not 
zero, Le., if only one plane of elastic symmetry normal to the 
z-axis exists, in which case, equation (31) should be modified 
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\lrXOI1 ~1.~JOR 
MAJOH AXIS ('i yl A.\I;o;.I·I() (/T. a J5 (2 - 3) 

/11;;(10_11) 

A\I~ ( ... ,,) 

oZJ (3 4) , 
U"" II - :!l 

'''~-~--T----~' 
o	 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

r"l...r l\n~ll". (10 

Fig. 2 Angular distribution of the shear stress T" for a set of layer In· 
terfaces In a 13-ply orthotroplc bar (layer numbers denoted In 
parentheses) 

0=-90° 

.~. 

••0"---..-, -.,.., _ 
o	 O,J C'" 0.6 .:'! 

D",." ..,. ('T 

Fig.3 Thicknesswise distribution (along H of the shear stress T.,z 

to include the extra term (this case arises, for example, when 
an orthotropic composite sheet is laid up at a different lay up 
angle.) In the latter case the domain can be reduced by sym
metry to only one half of the cross-section, i.e., for 0 :s 1) :s 
1r. Then, for 11" :s 1) :s 211", 1/J(~, 1) = t/t (~, 1) -11"). Second, due 
to local nature of the finite-difference operators, the coeffi
cient matrix is highly banded. By storing only those terms of 
the coefficient matrix which fall within (he bandwidth, a sim
ple Gauss elimination scheme can be used to solve the relevant 
system of linear equations with maximum economy and, 
therefore, find the values of the unknowns tl ij at the interior 
points plus the unknown value cIon the inner boundary ~ =0. 

Employing the elasticity formulation and the solution 
technique discussed earlier, the distribution of stress was ob
tained for material properties typical of a glass fiber/epoxy 
composite (Lekhnitskii, 1963): Gil = 5,700 MN/m2 , G23 = 
5,000 MN/m 2 , where the direction I is along the fibers, 2 is 
the in-plane normal to the fibers and 3 the out-of-plane nor
mal direction. If this material is laid up at 90 deg, then 1 =1), 

2=:<:, 3~~. As an example case, 13 layers of I-mm thickness 
each are wound on an elliptical mandrel with major semiaxis 
e l = 35 mm and minor one e2 = 20 mm. 

Figure 2 shows the angular distribution of the shearing 
stress T'l at certain distances ~ across the thickness, which cor
respond to layer interfaces as given in parentheses. For a 
distance t below a particular value (in this case below 
UT= 0.462), this interlaminar shear has the maximum at the 
major axis and the minimum at the minor one. The exact op
posite happens for layers that are above this threshold value. 
In fact, the largest interlaminar shear stress T" occurs at the 
outermost interface (between layers 12 and 13) and at the 
minor axis. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the variation of this 
stress with the thicknesswise distance ~. Near the major axis 
the change in T.z between the innermost and the outermost 
layers is relatively small and the curve is seen to be highly 
nonlinear. On the contrary, near the minor axis the variation 
can be characterized as linear and of relatively large 
magnitude. Also, the curves have a common intersection point 
at the threshold value of ~ IT = 0.462, where here is practical
ly no angular variation. 
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..., III '" 
Polu Angl~, ~o 

Fig. 4 Angular distribution of the shear stress TEZ for two·layer Inter· 
faces In a 13-ply bar (layer numbers denoted In parentheses) 

0,2 OA Oli OZI 

DLSL&.cIcr, {IT 

Flg.5 Thicknesswise distribution (along E) of the shear stress TEz 

~ '20.." 

Fig. 6 Effect of a change in the major to minor axis ratio of the mandrel 
on the angular distribution of the shear stress T.,z at the outermost layer 
Interface. The dashed curve is the solution for a circular cross·section. 

The distribution of the stress T(, with the polar angle ¢ is 
shown in Fig. 4 for two distinct values of ~. It is seen that this 
component of stress, which is two orders of magnitude less 
than the stress T", peaks at about ¢ = 25 deg and it follows 
the same pattern for all points thicknesswise. The distribution 
of T i , across the thickness is illustrated in Fig. 5. The max
imum value is shifted outwards for points closer to the minor 
axis, so that for ¢ = 10 deg, the peak occurs at about 
UT= 0.3, whereas for ¢ =55 deg, the peak is at about UT = 
0.5. Notice that T i : is zero at all points on both the minor and 
major axis, as well at all points on the inner and outer 
bounding surface. 

No\\', let us keep the minor axis of the mandrel at 20 mm 
while the major axis is reduced until it becomes equal to the 
minor one (the limit of a circular section). The effect of this 
variation in the major to minor axis ratio on the angular 
distribution of the maximum interlaminar shear stress T., (be
tween layers 12-13) is shown in Fig. 6. As the elliptical mandrel 
approaches a circle, the distribution becomes flatter. The solu
tion is seen to converge to that constant value (since for a cir
cular section there is only radial dependence) that was given 
for the solution of the torsion of cylindrically orthotropic rods 
by Lekhnitskii (1963). 

Conclusion 

We have presented a formulation of the theory of elasticity 
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of filament wound anisotropic ellipsoids. The anisotropy in 
this case is curvilinear, defined with respect to the directions 
that are equivalent in the sense of the elastic properties, and 
which are dictated by the regularities of the body. The dif
ferential equations for the stresses have been derived for a 
material possessing anisotropy of the most general kind. Fur
thermore, the solution for the special case of torsion of an or
thotropic body was obtained and results for the angular and 
thicknesswise distribution of the shear stresses were presented. 
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